
 

WEEKLY LESSON PLANS 

Teacher: Mrs. Richards/Leclerc  Course: Geometry Honors Period(s): 4    Week of: 10.08.18 

 
 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Unit Learning 

Goals 

Students will be able to use inductive reasoning to make conjectures. Recognize conditional statements and their parts. To write converses, 

inverses and contrapositives of conditionals. Write biconditionals and determine good definitions. Use the law of detachment and the law of 

syllogism. Connect reasoning in Algebra and Geometry. Prove and apply Theorems of angles.  Prove theorems about lines and angles and use 

them to solve problems. 

 

Daily Learning 

Goal 

Students will be able to 

connect reasoning in 

Algebra and Geometry. They 

will also be able to prove 

theorems about lines and angles 

and use them to solve problems 

Students will be able to 

connect reasoning in Algebra 

and Geometry. They will also 

be able to prove theorems about 

lines and angles and use them to 

solve problems 

Students will be able to 

connect reasoning in 

Algebra and Geometry. 

They will also be able to prove 

theorems about lines and 

angles and use them to solve 

problems 

Students will be able to 

identify relationships 

between figures in space 

and identify angles formed 

by two lines and a 

transversal. 

Students will be able to 

identify relationships 

between figures in space 

and identify angles formed 

by two lines and a 

transversal. 

Activities: 

Warm up-  Practice Problems 

#7-8 (SIM Pkt-UO) 

Check HW 

Review for Test 

 

  

 

Chapter 2 Test 

 

Warm up- Practice Problems 

#9-10 (SIM Pkt – UO) 

Chapter 2 Errors WS 

 

 

 

SIM Pkt: UO (Chapter 3 #1-4) 

Chapter 3 Pre-Unit Scale 

Lesson 3.1: Vocab (Parallel, 

Skew), Problem 1, Transversal, 

Angle Pairs Formed (AIA, SSI, 

Corresponding, AEA), Problem 2-3 

 

SIM Pkt: UO (Chapter 3 #4) 

Check HW 

Review 3.1 

 

Classwork / 

Homework 

Chapter Review #1-38  

p.129-132 

None Finish Ch 2 Errors WS 3.1 #1-7, 11-16, 18-34 even  

p.143-145 

3.1 Practice WS 

Standards or 

Frameworks: 

MAFS.912.G-CO.3.9 MAFS.912.G-CO.3.9 

 

MAFS.912.G-CO.3.9 MAFS.912.G-CO.1.1 MAFS.912.G-CO.1.1 

 


